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Civil Engineering
KAMM Civil Engineering Ltd carry out a diverse 
range of services across all sectors with Health and 
Safety given priority of importance at all times.

Our Machinery
Over the past decade KAMM has invested in a 
modern fleet of equipment. Including Tracked and 
Wheeled excavators from 3-35 tonnes and over 
200 vehicles in the fleet.

Residential Services
OVER 10,000 people live in homes with driveways 
and patios installed by KAMM. 

We are committed to providing top quality projects 
at prices that are affordable.
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Welcome to KAMM Group
We provide first-class groundworks and civil engineering services to 
developers and contractors across the South of England

REPUTATION

At KAMM, we’re proud to have over 25 years of experience delivering 
services in all areas of groundworks, roads, drainage and civil 
engineering.

REL ATIONSHIPS

Many of our clients have been with us from the start, and we’re 
delighted to welcome them back time and time again.

COMMUNITY SUPPORT

We’re dedicated to helping our local area reach its full potential, 
benefiting both residents and the community.

We are a value-driven company that puts our clients at the heart of 
what we do.

CELEBRATING
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Why Choose Us?
WE ARE PASSIONATE

With a proven track record as a trusted, reputable construction 
company, we’re pleased to offer our clients first-rate civil engineering 
and residential services in the South of England.

Every project we undertake is completed with the utmost 
professionalism, guaranteed to exceed your expectations.

We’re passionate about sourcing quality materials - providing first-
rate services at affordable prices. We also offer outstanding support 
and accessibility throughout your time with us, keeping you updated 
every step of the way.
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Pre Construction Values

KAMM offers support from the start of a project, right through to 
the end. We believe a job that starts well, will finish well. This is why 
at tender stage, we offer our advice and expertise to every client to 
provide the best options to achieve success. 

Our ever expanding team of professionals takes pride in each 
project and has vast knowledge within the civil engineering and 
groundworks sector.
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Honest And Dependable

We strive to complete all projects with complete integrity. Whether 
you’re coming to us as a client, supplier or contractor, you will be 
treated with the utmost respect by our knowledgeable, friendly team.

With thousands of successful projects under our belt, we are proud 
to be one of the most trusted construction companies in the South of 
England.
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We Are Always Improving

At KAMM Group, we commit to always completing projects within the 
timeline agreed upon with our clients.

To ensure all jobs are completed both swiftly and to the highest of 
standards, we use only the best technology and tools available to 
the industry.
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Who We Are

Site engineers Adam McCormack and Keith McWilliams formed 
the civil engineering division of KAMM Group in 1995. They quickly 
developed a strong reputation for providing clients with first-class 
service.

Today, KAMM Group employs over 350 qualified personnel 
covering all aspects of civil engineering from our head offices near 
Bournemouth in Dorset.

Contract values range from £4 million to £90 million.

Our promise as a contractor is to build community value into 
every project while delivering professional expertise, exceptional 

customer service and quality construction.
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Clients
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Civil Engineering

Formed in 1995 by site engineers Adam McCormack and Keith Williams, 
the civil engineering division of KAMM Group has
flourished into a successful, reputable business, providing first-class 
construction and engineering services.

Today, we’re proud to employ over 350 talented personnel, with 
services covering all aspects of civil engineering, from site development 
to landscaping. From our head offices in Ringwood, Hampshire, our 
passionate team is on hand to provide tailored advice, guidance and 
support when you need it most.

Contract values range from £4 million to £90 million.
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Our Services

KAMM Civil Engineering Ltd carries out a diverse range of services 
across all sectors. No matter the task at hand, the safety of 
our clients is at the top of our list of priorities. If you’re looking 
to maximise your business potential, choose our superior civil 
engineering services today.

With the ability to offer tailored solutions and packages that 
exceed the requirements of our valued clients, our services are 
truly unmatched.

As a result of our dedication, honesty and integrity, KAMM Civil 
Engineering Ltd is pleased to be welcoming customers back, time 
and time again.
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We strive to provide innovative 
solutions, matching the 
expectations of both our clients 
and fellow consultants. We also 
ensure to maintain flexibility in our 
design, and reliability on proven 
engineering principles.



Our Machinery

Our modern fleet boasts an extensive collection of equipment, 
featuring both tracked and wheeled excavators ranging from 
3 to 35 tonnes. With hundreds of vehicles available, we offer 
unparalleled flexibility and efficiency. You can rely on the fact that 
all of our machines are serviced and maintained to ensure they are 
both safe and in top working condition.

We take pride in our mobile workforce of skilled professionals 
from thelocal area. We have a wide variety of modern transport 
solutions at ourdisposal, including a fleet of vans, lorries, and road 
brushes. Ourtransport solutions are well-maintained, ensuring 
that we can deliver our services to our clients on time and with 
precision.
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Overall Services
Please see below a list of services we provide:
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Groundworks
Groundworks ensure that a site is properly prepared and provide 
the necessary support for the construction process, resulting in a 
safe and stable build.

— BULK EXCAVATIONS
— CIVIL ENGINEERING 
— DUE DILIGENCE 
— SITE DEVELOPMENT 
— SITE ENGINEERING
— ROADWAY ENGINEERING 
— FEASIBILITY STUDIES 

— FOUNDATIONS
— OVERSITES
— INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR DRAINAGE
— HARD LANDSCAPING
— ESTATE ROADS

— MAINS DRAINAGE
— SERVICES
— RC STRUCTURES
— 278 WORKS
— 106 WORKS

— DRAINAGE & STORMWATER 
— WATER SUPPLY FACILITIES
— WASTEWATER FACILITIES 
— REUSE SYSTEMS 
— PERMITTING 
— AGENCY COORDINATION



Housing Developments

We’re committed to offering high-quality residential services at
affordable prices. We can help with your design, provide
no-obligation quotations and carry out quality work in a tidy and
professional manner.

Thousands of people live in homes with driveways and patios installed 
by KAMM.
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Our Services
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Why Choose KAMM

We pride ourselves on our friendly approach to residential services. Our 
superior buying power can ensure you receive a top-quality installation 
at an affordable price. We can also provide in-depth design, product and 
planning advice from a series of NHBC and Local Authority-approved 
contractors. Every residential project we undertake is tailored to the unique 
needs of our clients.

Desired by you — delivered by us!

— DRIVEWAYS AND PATIOS IN ALL SURFACE FINISHES
    AND CONSTRUCTION METHODS
— BLOCK PAVING, TARMACADAM, RESIN BONDED,         
    GRAVEL & SHINGLE UPON EITHER FLEXIBLE OR POROUS 
    SUB-BASE CONSTRUCTION
— FOUL & STORMWATER NEW INSTALLATIONS AND 
     REPAIRS
— CCTV AND HIGH PRESSURE JETTING.



Plant Hire

With an ever expanding fleet of ADTs, Dozers and large earth moving
equipment, this division of the KAMM Group is on hand to assure that
every project has the machinery for the job.
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Over 400 Vehicles
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Skilled mobile plant technicians are always ensuring that 
every bit of plant, big or small, is ready to undertake the 
job at hand. With over 400 vehicles and plant, the team is 
growing rapidly. 

The plant office in Bishops Waltham is ideally located to 
provide all round access to any site that needs assistance.



Active Sites

At KAMM Group, our team is currently working on a number of exciting 
projects, from large-scale commercial sites to smaller, residential jobs.

With years of experience in the field, we’re proud to be trusted with a 
multitude of complex construction projects, securing contracts year after 
year.

To find out more about the jobs we’re currently working on, view a 
selection of our active sites below.
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Boorley Green

A former golf course, the project at Boorley Green amalgamates a consortium comprising of 
Bloor Homes, Bovis Homes & Linden Homes. It now features 1,400 homes, a school, a sports 
pitch, a community centre and local shops.

The area surrounding Hedge End has seen investment in multiple housing and infrastructure 
projects, and, in recent years, we’re proud to have been involved in the development.

KAMM began work in 2016 on the first phase of housing, along with the roads & sewers, and 
the construction of a new roundabout for access into the project.
Since then, we’ve completed 11 further phases. The site was the pinnacle for KAMM, as it gave 
us the opportunity to expand, showcasing our capabilities to prospective clients on the larger 
schemes, whilst maintaining the quality to achieve their award-winning standards.
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CLIENT

Bloor Homes
Bovis Homes &
Linden Homes (Vistry)

PROJECT VALUE

Circa £70 million

COMPLETION DATE

2024



Boorley Gardens

Miller Homes & Bellway Homes have collaborated on the 113 acres of Boorley Gardens to 
help bring 700 new homes to the region. Complete with a new school and shops, it will offer 
residents access to Botley village.

Since the commencement of the project in 2022, KAMM has undertaken infrastructure works 
that will provide over 4 miles of new access roads, along with associated sewers, footpaths, 
pump stations, detention basins etc., whilst also progressing the groundworks elements to the 
housing parcels.
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CLIENT

Miller Homes & 
Bellway Homes

PROJECT VALUE

Circa £45 million

COMPLETION DATE

2027



Barton Farm Winchester

Kings Barton has been a benchmark for CALA, with over 2000 homes to be built in total. It 
is the largest housing project for a single developer in Europe, offering access to the City of 
Winchester (former capital of England), along with its stunning cathedral.

Since the project commenced in 2016, KAMM is now in the third phase and has so far 
constructed in excess of 700 units along with associated infrastructure road and sewer works.

KAMM has so far also undertaken cut & fill works in excess of 150,000m3, with more to come.

It has been a fantastic opportunity for us to show our diverse range of skills. Once complete, 
the project will alter the landscape of Winchester.
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CLIENT

Cala Homes

PROJECT VALUE

Circa £100 million

COMPLETION DATE

2030



Oaklands School

Built on the location of the former school, Oaklands provides modern quality homes as 
standard from Drew Smith.

The project has been a fantastic opportunity for KAMM to show our ability to overcome 
challenges and manage a mixture of 278 and site works simultaneously.
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CLIENT

Drew Smith

PROJECT VALUE

Circa £3 million

COMPLETION DATE

2023



Liphook

Just North of South Downs National Park, the Redrow Homes development at Liphook offers 
residents easy access to London and nearby schools. The nearby Radford Park provides an 
opportunity for peaceful walks and vast woodlands.

KAMM has undertaken the full scope of Civil Engineering works with a mixture of deep 
drainage and infrastructure along with the house groundworks element on this tight 
challenging development of 175 units.
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CLIENT

Redrow Homes

PROJECT VALUE

Circa £6 million

COMPLETION DATE

2023



Farnborough

Circa 150 homes for CALA at Apollo Rise, offering a selection of semi-detached and detached 
homes. Encompassing the standard of the dream home guarantee that CALA offers their 
customers.

Close to Farnborough International Airport, it also boasts easy access to London. Since 
starting, KAMM has worked closely with CALA to coordinate a mixture of infrastructure, S278 
works and the house groundworks element.
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CLIENT

CALA Homes

PROJECT VALUE

Circa £6 million

COMPLETION DATE

2023



Hounsome Fields

Situated on the outskirts of Basingstoke, Hounsome Fields is surrounded by woodlands and is 
just 10 minutes from the town centre. Once complete, the project will boast over 750 dwellings. 
Thus far, Kamm has been fortunate to work on the first 4 phases, which have involved the 
construction of roads & sewers, associated footpaths, pump stations, Soakaway basins etc., 
along with all the groundwork elements traditionally associated with a housing scheme. Co-
operation has been a focal point for KAMM on this project due to multiple phases running 
concurrently. It’s proven yet again that KAMM is capable of working in complex environments, 
whilst still producing outstanding results for our client.
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CLIENT

Vistry Homes Thames 
Valley

PROJECT VALUE

Circa £30 million

COMPLETION DATE

2027



Finchwood Park

The picturesque Finchwood Park is made up of over 140 acres, split into multiple phases.

Offering the area of Finchampstead a boost in its housing and infrastructure requirements, 
KAMM has so far undertaken two phases, along with accompanying 278 Works.

KAMM has also installed major drainage works, including multiple pumping stations, along with 
a number of basins, roads & foundations. Working closely with our valued client, Cala Homes, 
we are proud to showcase all of our skills in this prestigious development.
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CLIENT

CALA Homes

PROJECT VALUE

£100 million

COMPLETION DATE

2032



Arborfield

The Arborfield project by Bloor Homes gives residents a piece of the country, with the City 
of Reading just to the north. KAMM has undertaken significant infrastructure roads & sewers 
along with all the groundworks traditionally associated with a housing scheme of this nature.

Once complete, residents can roam the nearby countryside or get to London in under an hour.
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CLIENT

Bloor Homes

PROJECT VALUE

Circa £7 million

COMPLETION DATE

2024



Basingstoke Golf Club

KAMM has been fortunate enough to be awarded two phases and the Section 278 works at 
the former golf course in Basingstoke. A 10-minute drive from Basingstoke City, surrounded by 
woodlands, Bloor Homes are building approximately 1,000 new dwellings.

Significant Section 278 works are currently being constructed by KAMM to join the project 
on the A30 trunk road, whilst also constructing the infrastructure roads & sewers. This also 
included the need for trenchless sewer construction in areas, along with the groundworks on 
each of the current housing phases.

Numerous machines and skilled operatives are making sure the project is progressing to our 
client’s requirements.
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CLIENT

Bloor Homes

PROJECT VALUE

£7 million

COMPLETION DATE

2024



Berewood, Waterlooville

Encompassing two phases (5A & 3B), Berewood at Waterlooville has offered KAMM the chance 
to build 144 & 122 homes respectively for Bloor Homes Southern. Known locally as Woodlands 
Edge, the site allows easy access to acres of woodland and open spaces, as well as local 
schools, and only a 5-minute drive to the motorway network.

This project has given KAMM the perfect opportunity to demonstrate our speed and 
resourcefulness, along with our continued commitment to quality.
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CLIENT

Bloor Homes

PROJECT VALUE

Circa £7 million

COMPLETION DATE

2024
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ADDRESS

Bridge House
21 West Street

Ringwood
Hampshire
BH24 1DY

NUMBERS

Fax: + 44 1202 828227
Tel: +44 1202 828226

www.kammgroup.co.uk

EMAIL

info@kammce.co.uk

Contact us


